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Abstract—With the development of world financial market after the second world war, security market has also been developed rapidly, which has brought prosperous economic development together with increasingly fiercer competition. The competition follows the basic principle of survival of the fittest. Thus, some security companies with weak competitiveness and poor operation have to leave the financial security market finally. Furthermore, if one security company leaves the financial market due to poor competitiveness, its customers’ interest will be directly damaged. In the paper, theories of the institution of security investor protected fund are explained, which lays theoretical basis for the localization of security investor protection fund system. Keywords—security investment; protected fund; corporation finance; finance and banking

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of economic globalization, China has paid increasingly more attention to finance, which has received great development in domestic financial market in recent years. At the same time, security market has also been developed rapidly, during which more and more security companies have been knocked out the market due to fierce competition. Therefore, it is a problem needing to be solved urgently to protect security investors’ interest while guaranteeing the effective implementation of “survival of the fittest” competition mechanism.

The institution of security investor protected fund plays a key role in preventing and solving losses of security investors while financial crisis occurs. This institution is an important part of legal system used to standardize security market as well as one of the main systems guaranteeing the stability of financial market. Thus, study and perfection on the localization of security investor protection fund system is of great significance.

II. DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF CHINESE SECURITY INVESTOR PROTECTION FUND SYSTEM

Development of Chinese security investment market can be divided into three stages

A. Security market before the liberation

Security market in this period is semi-colonial and semi-feudal. The earliest security trading agencies in China were established by western businessman, which are called Shanghai Shares Company and Shanghai Stock Exchange. The main business is buying and selling stocks from the stock exchanges.

B. From 1949 to 1970s

Since the establishment of New China, security market once had an active period. At the early stage of new China, there were also many semi-feudal and semi-colonial security companies, which received rapid development. However, due to the lack of scientific rules and standards, security market in this period mainly developed the economic construction by receiving bureaucratic capitals, so many security exchanges got losses quickly.

C. Establishment of Shanghai Stock Exchange after the reform and opening up

The reform and opening up policy carried out since the 1970s has not only brought revolutions on political and economical systems, but also brought development in security market. In 1986, Jingan Security Business Department of Shanghai Trust and Investment Company by ICBC, the first security company up to stock agency and transference in new China, began to conduct business activities. Since then, security exchange market began to develop vigorously after 30-year interruption.

III. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE INSTITUTION OF SECURITY INVESTOR PROTECTED FUND

In order to conduct indigenous study on the institution of security investor protected fund, we need to know about the theoretical basis of security investor protected fund system first. In the following contents, the author will conclude the theories and legal regulations in each country. In the paper, a relatively scientific definition of security investor protection fund system is concluded, which provides theoretical basis for China.

A. Legal definition of security investor protection fund

Legal definitions of security investor protection fund system are different in different countries and regions. Before studying the security investor protection fund, we need to understand different legal definitions under different economic environment so as to explore the most suitable definition for our country by exploring their similarities.

B. Analysis on the theories of security investor protection fund system

It is not enough to study the definition of security investor protection fund prescribed in legislation because theoretical basis for the formulation of security investor protection fund system in each country comes from the theoretical analysis in economic world and legal world.
C. Legal features of security investor protection fund system

Legal features should be seen as the basis to study the theoretical basis of security investor protection fund system. As a legal system of security, security investor protection fund system has its unique legal features, which are insurance of compensation and reliability of fund.

IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE LOCALIZATION OF SECURITY INVESTOR PROTECTION FUND SYSTEM

In order to solve the institutional defects of security investor protection fund system and problems existing in the practice, two suggestions have been proposed by the author by combining overseas advanced legislation experience with Chinese practical security market situations so as to conduct indigenous study on the system.

A. To perfect the institutional system of security investor protection fund system

First, it is of great necessity to formulate a perfect institutional system for promoting the indigenous study on security investor protection fund. This perfect institutional system should be a basic legislation which is more suitable for China’s national conditions and world economic development laws as well as the current development situations of security market; and meanwhile it requires to establish a complete compensation mechanism as well as more standard capital sources.

B. To standardize the functional range of security investor protection fund companies

In order to make the institution of security investor protection fund better suitable for China’s national conditions, besides perfect institutional system, we also need to standardize the functional range of security investor protection fund companies which are served as supervision organs. Especially, the rights of intervention and relief should be defined so as to ensure the effect of security investor protection fund companies in protection investors’ interest.

V. CONCLUSION

In order to conduct indigenous study on security investor protection fund system, one of the most important points is to know about the current situation of the system in China first, which requires professional market survey as well as rich financial knowledge. Thus, two suggestions have been proposed to perfect the institutional system of security investor protection fund system and standardize the functional ranges of security investor protection fund companies. However, whether the two suggestions can be realized or not needs test of market and time. We should clear about the essential nature of security investor protection fund system, which is a system of compensation and relief. It can’t stop the bankrupt risk of security companies fundamentally as well as eliminate the damage of security investors after exiting financial market, but it can help to reduce and compensate these damages as possible as it can.
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